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A MESSAGE FROM TANZANIA DEBUNKING THE COVID SHAITAANIYAT

A Brother living in Kenya sent the following message:

“Since the outbreak of the virus in March, we started reciting Dua-e-Qunoot in each and every
Namaaz. Over here in Tanzania in East
Africa, the only thing which helped us was Dua.

That is the only thing that helped us in Tanzania, a land of 70 million. No doctors and no
medicine
helped us. Only Dua – that’s all
that helped.

We never closed the doors of the Mosques. Please Convey this message to all."

(End of message)

COMMENT

Tanzani has been blessed with an intelligent President who has the welfare of the people at
heart. He is not a bootlicker like the glut of munaafiq molvis and sheikhs who have lapped up
every filth and vomit effluvium discharged by the atheists.
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He expelled the rogues and frauds of the United Nations who are prime role players in the
pandemic conspiracy.

The Tanzanian President defied the pandemic doomsday call and prediction of the agents of Bill
Gates. He kept the country open and did not buckle under the pressure of the world’s
conspirators. Whilst all the Musaajid in Tanzania operated normally under the decree of the
non-Muslim President, all the Musaajid in every Muslim country were closed down by Munaafiq
and kuffaar governments and Munaafiq molvis and sheikhs. All of them were following the
conspirators of the west like monkeys. May Allah Ta’ala bestow the treasure of Imaan to the
President.

Today western scientists concede the “LACK OF CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAKS IN AFRICA”,
and it has these scientists puzzled. Only those scientists who are unaware of the massive
satanic plot underlying the bogus pandemic are puzzled. Nevertheless, the acceptance of the
factual reality of the lack of coronavirus in Africa speaks volumes for the massive fraud that this
pandemic is.

21 Muharram 1442 – 10 September 2020
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